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Continuous bioprocess is gaining traction in the biopharmaceutical industry
Multi-column chromatography (MCC) is a key enabling technology  for the tran-
sition to continuous bioprocess
Perceived complexity of continuous multi-column chromatography acts as a
barrier to adoption
Figure 1
An Overview of the Simplistic Strategy for the Conversion of a Batch Bind/Elute
Chromatography Process into a Well-Optimized Multi-Column Chromatography
Process
Enables continuous chromatography process modeling using only a few small-
scale single column breakthrough experiments
Faster and less laborious process development than heuristic approach
No theoretical chromatographic modeling knowledge or mathematical expertise
required
Figure 2
Schematic Demonstrating the Switching of Columns Countercurrent to the 
Feed Flow
During the load step of a multi-column process, two or more columns are 
connected and loaded in series (columns in “the load zone” of the process) 
The first column in the load zone receives feed directly while last column 
 receives the material that has passed through all the preceding columns
Valve switching simulates movement of the columns countercurrent to the 
direction of the feed flow
The challenge of modeling multi-column chromatography is in the ability to 
predict the operating binding capacity (OBC) at cyclic steady state
• At the ideal OBC, no product is present in the feed after it has passed through
the last column in the load zone
• If the OBC is too low, the columns will remain underutilized throughout 
the process
• If the OBC is too large, product will break through the last column in the 
load zone
Two simplifying observations: 
Multi-step loading characteristic of countercurrent MCC has negligible impact
on the OBC
OBC is primarily driven by residence time 
• With these observations the ideal OBC (for a multi-column process) can be
determined using only two product breakthrough curves obtained from loading
experiments performed on a single column
Figure 3
Schematic Showing the Methodology for Optimizing Multiple Column 
Chromatography with Single Column Experiments
OBC is the product bound to the first column before product breakthrough 
occurs on the last column
Product bound to first column can be determined from product breakthrough
curve at a residence time of θ
NL = number of columns in the load zone
Product breakthrough at the outlet of the last column in the load zone can be
approximated by a breakthrough curve at a residence time of NL*θ
These two curves make it possible to determine how much product binds to
the first column in the load zone of an MCC process before product break-
through occurs on the last column in the load zone
Figure 4
Validation of Modeling Approach Using Actual Multi-Column Chromatography 
MAb / Protein A Bind and Elute Processes Capture Efficiency vs. Operating 
Binding Capacity (OBC)
All parameters for the process were held constant, except for the load time
Each process was performed with four columns over four cycles using a 
residence time of 0.75 minutes
As the load time is increased a decrease in capture efficiency is expected 
because more and more MAb will break through the last column in the 
load zone
The single column based modeling approach enables this to be predicted 
with accuracy
Predicting capture efficiency accurately is essential to the accurate prediction
of specific productivity
Figure 5
A Series of Single Column Experiments can be Performed to Model the Entire 
Design Space
The productivity is a trade-off between capacity and cycle time 
Figure 6
Cost Scenarios Based on the Application of the New Process Development 
Strategy for a MAb / Protein A Process
Five BioSMB MCC protein A unit operations with load residence time ranging
from 0.6 to 1.4 minutes were analyzed using BioSolve Process Enterprise
Process economics scenarios were based on clinical scale production
• Five 2000 L single use bioreactors processed over the course of a 1 year 
campaign
• Feed titer: 1.3 g of MAb per liter of CHO media
Cost savings of over 60% can be realized by moving from batch to multi-column
chromatography for protein A unit operation
Strategy enables users to rapidly identify the most cost effective MCC process
design
A simple modeling concept for the conversion of a single column capture 
chromatography process into a well optimized MCC process is introduced
The validity of the modeling approach is verified 
Enables MCC process cost optimization
A New Straightforward Methodology For Designing Continuous MAb Capture 
Multi-Column Chromatography Processes 
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MULTI-COLUMN BIND/ELUTE CHROMATOGRAPHY
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